January 12, 2009

National Security Agency
Attn: Ms. Christine Nickell
9800 Savage Rd., SAB 3, Suite 6744
Ft. Meade, MD 20755-6744

Re: Faculty Workload

Dear Ms. Nickell,

The objective of this letter is to identify the workload of our faculty. The following lists are full-time faculty working in IA and additional faculty teaching IA courses.

Full Time Faculty
- Wanpracha Art Chaovisitwongse (http://dimacs.rutgers.edu/~arty/)
- Hoang Pham (http://www.rci.rutgers.edu/~hopham/)
- Thu D. Nguyen (http://www.cs.rutgers.edu/~tdnguyen/)
- Liviu Iftode (http://www.cs.rutgers.edu/~iftode/)
- Vinod Ganapathi (http://www.cs.rutgers.edu/~vinodg/)
- Danfeng Yao (http://www.cs.rutgers.edu/~danfeng/)
- Rebecca Wright (http://www.cs.rutgers.edu/~rwright1/)
- Naftaly Minsky (http://www.cs.rutgers.edu/~minsky/)
- Hui Xiong (http://datamining.rutgers.edu/)
(All typically teach 1 IA course and have advisees in IA area at Master and/or Doctoral level)
- Manish Parashar (http://www.caip.rutgers.edu/~parashar/)
(typically teaches 3 IA courses with research and with advisees at Master and Doctoral Levels)
- Wojtek M. Wolfe (http://wojwolfe.wordpress.com/)
(typically teaches 3 IA courses with research and with advisees at Undergraduate and Master Levels)

Additional Faculty
- Danfeng (Daphne) Yao (http://www.cs.rutgers.edu/~danfeng/)
- Rebecca Wright (http://www.cs.rutgers.edu/~rebecca.wright/)
- Wade Trappe (http://www.winlab.rutgers.edu/~trappe/)
- Marco Gruteser (http://www.ece.rutgers.edu/directory/gruteser.html)
- Dario Pompili (http://www.ece.rutgers.edu/~pompili/)
- Yanyong Zhang (http://www.ece.rutgers.edu/~yyzhang/)
- Jaideep S. Vaidya (http://cimic.rutgers.edu/~jsvaidya/)
- Vijay Atluri (http://cimic.rutgers.edu/~atluri/)
- Kim E. Shienbaum (http://www.camden.rutgers.edu/dept-pages/polisci/faculty.php)

Sincerely,

Michael J. Pazzani